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11. IntroductionWe begin with a re�nable continuous compactly supported or exponentially decayingfunction ' that satis�es(1:1) '(�) = �(�); � 2 ZZ:The function ' satisfying (1.1) is called the fundamental function.Since ' is fundamental, the values of the re�nement mask m of ' are determined onthe even integers: m(2�) = '(�) = �(�); � 2 ZZ:Compactly supported re�nable fundamental functions with high order of smoothnesswere given in [3]. Exponentially decaying spline fundamental functions can be obtainedfrom B-splines as follows: Let B2n be the univariate B-spline of order 2n with integerknots. The function ' de�ned via its Fourier transform byb' := bB2n=X� bB2n( � + 2��)is a re�nable continuous fundamental function with exponential decay.De�ne a function p0 = ' and functions pn inductively as follows:(1:2) p2n := X�2ZZm(�)pn(2 � ��)p2n+1 := pn(2 � �1):We denote Pn to be the closed shift invariant subspace in C(IR) generated by pn; that is,Pn := ff : f = X�2ZZ a(�)pn( � � �); a 2 `0(ZZ)g;where `0(ZZ) is the space of �nitely supported sequences. The space P0 is a cardinal in-terpolation space; that is, the space spanned by translates of a fundamental solution forcardinal interpolation. The collection�pn(2k � ��) : n 2 ZZ+; k 2 ZZ; � 2 ZZ	are the wavelet packets from which we will draw bases for our interpolation spaces.The dilation operator � : Pn 7! �Pn is de�ned by �f := p2f(2 � ). The space �jP0 isthe 2j dilate of the cardinal interpolation space. It is generated by '(2j � ��); � 2 ZZ whichare the dyadic shifts of a fundamental solution for interpolation on the lattice ZZ=2j . Ourgoal is to decompose the spaces �Pn and to �nd `1-stable bases for the decomposition.For a given space Pn, it is easy to show that (see [6] and [7]) �Pn = P2n�P2n+1, and�p2n( � � �); p2n+1( � � �) : � 2 ZZ	 forms an `1{stable basis for �Pn. Further for eachj 2 ZZ, the functions �pn(2j � ��) : � 2 ZZ; 2k�1 � n � 2k � 1	 form an `1-stable basisfor the space �k�1+jP1.A collection J of pairs (`; k), ` 2 ZZ and 0 < k 2 ZZ disjointly covers the integerinterval [j1 : :j2] if [fk + ` : (`; k) 2 J g = [j1 : :j2] \ ZZ and the representation j = k + ` isunique from J . We have the following Proposition:



2 2. Decomposition of interpolation operators(1.3)Proposition. For given j1 < j2 and any disjoint cover J of [j1 : :j2]\ZZ, the functions�p0(2j1�1 � ��); pn(2` � ��) : 2k�1 � n � 2k � 1; (`; k) 2 J ; � 2 ZZ	form an `1-basis for the space �j2P0.Univariate orthogonal wavelet packets were introduced in [2] and its multivariate coun-terpart can be found in [6]. Recently, interpolatory wavelets, wavelet packets and theirapplications were discussed in [5], [1] and [7]. The interpolatory wavelet packets providedhere, together with their decomposition and reconstruction algorithm, give wide choicesof the decomposition of the lattice which, in turn, provides a possible way to interpolatescattered data. Applications are discussed in [4] and [5].2. Decomposition of interpolation operatorsThe cardinal interpolation operator at the 2jth dyadic level can be written asL2jf := X�2ZZ f(�=2j)'(2j � ��):This provides an approximation for the function f which interpolates f at ZZ=2j . Further,limj Ljf = f for any compactly supported continuous function f . To obtain higher ac-curacy, more interpolation points are needed. The interpolation operator L2j gives eachpoint the same priority regardless of the shape of the function. It is numerically moredesirable to interpolate the function in a coarser grid where the function f is at, and ina �ner grid where it has large variation. However, to do this we need to know the shape ofthe function from a given set of data, because in most of the applications the function fitself is not available. Decomposing the interpolation operator at the 2j dyadic level intolower dyadic levels is one way to analyze the data structure and hence the shape of thefunction from the given set of data. Then, a quantization scheme designed according tothe given practical problem is applied and �nally the reconstruction algorithm leads to aninterpolation of f which approximates f with the same order of the accuracy but using asmaller set of data. Similarly, this process also can be applied to decompose, compress andreconstruct the sampled data at 2jth dyadic levels. Further, for the interpolatory waveletpackets, a standard subdivision scheme can provide a predication of 2j+1th dyadic levelsample data from the sampled data at the 2jth dyadic level.The cardinal interpolation operator at the 2jth dyadic level can be decomposed asas a sum of elements from �j�1P0 and �j�1P1 as was given by Donoho [5]. Clearly, thisdecomposition can be iterated down to the j1st level.The wavelet packets given in this section provide a �ner decomposition of �jP0. Thesebases have descriptions as interpolation operators. This gives a �ner decomposition of theinterpolation operator and a more detailed analysis of the the structure of the given set ofdata. This leads to a more e�ective compression, hence a better adapted interpolation.The crucial Proposition that follows uses a correspondence(2:1) r := k�1X̀=0 �`2`  ! r� := 12k+1 + 12 k�1X̀=0 �`2�`; 8�` 2 f0; 1gbetween the integers r in [0 : :2k�1] and points r� in the lattice (2�k�1ZZn2�kZZ) in [0 : :1]:



Interpolatory wavelet packets 3(2.2)Proposition. For any k � 0, � 2 ZZ, 0 � s; r � 2k � 1, and s and s� related by(2.1), we have p2k+r(�=2k) = 0;p2k+r(� + 12k+1 + 12s�) = ( 0; if s < r and � arbitrary;�(�); if s = r and � 2 ZZ.Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 0, the only r is r = 0. In thatcase, since p0 = ' is a fundamental function for cardinal interpolation from (1.2), we havep1(�) = p0(2� � 1) = 0; p1(� + 12) = p0(2� + 1� 1) = �(2�)Now assume that the lemma holds for integers < k. Consider 2n = 2k + 2r. If s =Pk�1`=0 �`2` � 2r, then for strict inequality we must have Pk�2`=0 �`+12` < r while equalityimplies equality in the last inequality as well since �0 = 0 in that case. Hence, by (1.2)p2k+2r(�=2k) = X�2ZZm(�)p2k�1+r(�=2k�1 � �) = 0;p2k+2r(� + 12k+1 + 12s�) = X�2ZZm(�)p2k�1+r(2� + 12k + �0 � �+ 12 k�2X̀=0 �`+12�`)= � 0; if s < 2r and � 2 ZZ;m(2�) = �(�); if s = 2r.Similarly, for 2n + 1 = 2k + 2r + 1, s = Pk�1`=0 �`2` � 2r + 1, then we must havePk�2`=0 �`+12` < r while equality implies equality in the last inequality and �0 = 1. Hence,p2k+2r+1(� + 12k+1 + 12s�) = p2k�1+r(2� + �0 � 1 + 12k + 12 k�2X̀=0 �`+12�`)= � 0; if s < 2r + 1 and � arbitrary;�(�); if s = 2r + 1.We de�ne interpolation operator L(2k;r)f byL(2k;r)f := X�2ZZ f�� + 12k+1 + r�2 �p2k+r( � � �):Then for s; r 2 f0; 1; : : : ; 2k � 1g, L(2k;r)f( �2k ) = 0, 8 � 2 ZZ andL(2k;r)f�� + 12k+1 + 12s�� = � 0; if s < r and � 2 ZZ;f�� + 12k+1 + r�2 �; if s = r and � 2 ZZ.



4 2. Decomposition of interpolation operatorsThe interpolation operator L2k at the 2kth dyadic level can be decomposed betweenlevels k and k � 1 using the operators L(2k;r)f . Here we give such a decomposition by thebases de�ned in Proposition 1.3 with j1 = j2 = k. De�neg0 := (f � L2k�1f); and gr := gr�1 � L(2k�1;r)gr�1; r = 1; : : : ; 2k�1 � 1:Then from the uniqueness of the interpolation, it follows thatL2kf = L2k�1f + 2k�1�1Xr=0 L(2k�1;r)gr;since both sides are in �kP0 and interpolate f at the points f�=2kg�2ZZ.References1. Chui, C. K., and Chun Li, Dyadic a�ne decompositions and functional wavelet trans-forms, SIAM J. Math. Anal.27(1996), 865{890.2. Coifman, R. R., and Y. Meyer, Orthonormal wave packet bases, preprint.3. Daubechies, I., Orthonormal bases of compactly supported wavelets, Comm. Pure andAppl. Math. 41(1988), 909{996.4. DeVore, R. A., B, Jawerth and B. J. Lucier, Image compression through wavelettransform coding, IEEE Trans. Info. Theory 38(1992), 719{746.5. Donoho, D. L., Interpolating wavelet transforms, preprint.6. Shen, Zuowei, Non-tensor product wavelet packets in L2(IRs), SIAM J. Math. Anal.26(1995), 1061{1074.7. Wang, Jian-Zhong, Interpolating splines wavelet packets, Approximation Theory VIII,Vol. 2: Wavelets and Multilevel Approximation, Charles K. Chui and Larry L Schu-maker eds, 1995, 399-406.


